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European comfort

Domus is a specialised brand for custom-made upholstered furniture and comfortable seatings dedicated 
for the Home-Cinema experience. To do so, Domus focuses on the details, options and accessories that are 
preferred or that are required or to turn an fine furniture into the perfect Home Cinema seating. In order 
to create its own modern classic designs, Domus works with highly skilled European upholsterers and with 
sustainable wood suppliers.

A large choice of dyes colors and leather quality levels.

Because all our seatings are handcrafted, it is also easy for us to optimize the seat hardness on demand 
by choosing soft, standard or firm. Thanks to our large choice of foam material and density, we can finely 
tune the seat cushioning. We also give a special attention to details finish and all our production is carefully 
inspected in the final production stage before shipping. 

Foam density ranging from 40 kg up to 55 kg. Softer to firmer seating.

Position adjustments

All the Domus’ seats can be equipped with a motor that helps to quickly change the seat position from 
a standard position to a more horizontal and relaxing position. That makes these exceptional pieces or 
furniture even more comfortable and relaxing when watching movies and TV programs. Thanks to the linear 
movement during the position setting, it’s easy to finely tune the ideal back inclination and the position of 
feet resting plate. Optionally, the seats can be accommodated with an adjustable head rest, where the head 
inclination only can be manually adjusted.

The seats in standard position - petroleum blue die color.

Each seat is equipped with an individual motor that moves the foot rest plate and the back recline 
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Smart seats and system compatibility

You can control the Domus seats with the house control when you use an home automation systems such 
as URC or RTI control systems.

     
Set, memorize and recall your seat positions using URC and RTI  automation systems

Additionally, the seats can be upgraded with a motion system that is compatible with the widely spread 
D-Box system. Thanks to the motion system, the movies are more realistic, give more thrill and more 
immersive than ever.

Optional D-Box compatibility

Customize your accessories

The Domus seats come with standard accessories, and you can further customize yours by picking up an 
active cup holder that can cool or heat your glass, add a massage system to let go all the daily stress or 
even pick the audio kit to listen your favorite songs comfortably installed.

   
Cup holder, choose between a basic silver holder and one equipped with a cooling-heating system.

   
     Integrated massage system and audio kit: audio touch and Iphone compatibility.



Dimensions and Certifications
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Single seat dimensions
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The 4-seat common arm configuration is 312 cm wide, each arm is 15 cm large
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Single-Dual-Single configuration is only 297 cm wide.

All Domus seats come with 2 year warranty and European certifications.


